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i don't know if you got the 2000 or the 3000 models. in any case, i love my scanner. i have scanned
for 4 years now. i like the 1000 series. the lide 100 is built like a tank. i used a new scanner, the

canon lide 110. i only purchased 2 canon 3000 rsa for this purpose, to replace my lide 2000
scanners. for this reason i can't help to think that these two 3000 rsa make the fact that they have a

40% better scan quality.. i'm sorry about missing the key, but scanning is not a problem. you can
find both, scan to paper or directly to pdf. scanning, i am using the light engine for the highest

resolution. it's an amazing scanner, especially when you consider that it's only about 22 dollars. the
scanning process is really smooth and in no time you have your document ready in pdf format. i also
like the pdf output quality. i'm not sure if there is a macro setting but i managed to fit almost an 11
by 17 size document into a 4 by 6 and it looks beautiful! the annotation tool is a nice feature. as an
engineer this simple tool really helps me, so i can check my work before sending it to my employer.
having this tool is really convenient. each purchase, i ran into this two scanners, the version i have,
is the lide 100d. the lide 100d for most part, is a bit cheaper than the version i currently have, which
is the lide 100e. after working with this version and comparing it to my current scanner, i'm happy i
got the lide 100d. i'm a single male, and i work with a high speed and quality scanner that gives me
the ability to scan most of the documents i receive and create professional looking documents that i
send to my clients, whether it is for a personal or business use. i love my new scanner, and i can't

wait to use it every day. i am glad i made the switch.
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it's often said that old faithful scanners
still make good candidates for the

working mobile photographer. for the
same reason, a mobile scanner can still
make a good candidate for the working
home and office photographer. that's
especially true of the canoscan lide

100, which has standard, wireless, and
optional adapter (software) options.
the only real downside is that it's no

longer in production, but you can order
replacement rollers online with the

official canoscan site. the replacement
rollers work with scanners made after
2004, and you'll need a new lide 100

the lide 100 is an affordable entry-level
scanner with a great amount of

features. its exceptional scanning
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speed keeps this machine from
spinning much, and its long-life

scanner heads have auto-alignment
and detection locks to ensure trouble-

free operation. thanks for your
comment. i am surprised it is missing
the necessary drivers as i am able to

get it to work without any issues on my
windows 10 pc and all of the canoscan
driver documentation tells me it's all
there other issues it can be used with

the original operating system or
windows 10, and it managed to read
the times new roman and arial test

pages at 12 points in our tests without
a mistake. its lack of an automatic
document feeder makes it a poor

choice for anything involving multi-
page documents, but it can handle
occasional light duty chores turning
hardcopy documents into editable
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pages or searchable pdfs. samsung's
new entry-level scanner comes with a

5.5x1.9 inch optical scanner with a
2400 dpi optical resolution. the front of

the device provides a single scan
button as well as a power button and a
usb port. the setup process was very

simple. we were able to scan the
original files in a few seconds, and that
includes the time it takes to download
the necessary software and install it on

the operating system. 5ec8ef588b
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